Solitary chemosensory cells in the developing chemoreceptorial epithelium of the vallate papilla.
The solitary chemosensory cells are considered typical of aquatic vertebrates and have never been described in the oral cavity of terrestrial vertebrates. We describe elements with ultrastructural characteristics of the solitary chemosensory cell in the gustatory epithelium of rats in the first week of extrauterine life. These elements appeared isolated, located among keratinocytes, and wrapped by glial-like elements. They showed a bipolar shape with a round cell body, a thin apical process, and a thicker basal one. Nerve fibers contacted the cell body and the processes. The cells showed small dense granules mainly located near nerve contacts. Small bundles of tonofilaments were visible in the perinuclear cytoplasm. Similar elements were not found in rats after the first week of extrauterine life. The present study demonstrates in a mammal that the development of taste buds is preceded by the presence of epithelial elements with ultrastructural characteristics of the solitary chemosensory cells described in lower vertebrates. This finding suggests that the oral chemoreception in the suckling rats may be mediated by three different pathways (i.e., gustatory system, common chemical sense, and solitary chemosensory cell system).